
2 Peter 2:1-2 
False Teachers 

 
1. Since the day of      when the Church, the Body of Christ, the Bride of 

Christ began there have been many        teachers and  

    prophets. 
  
2. False teachers and false prophets are       by the      and his  

   .    1 Timothy 4:1  

 
3. The goal of the devil and his demons is to      people  

     from the           so that they will not follow Jesus  

and that they will be held      to sin.  

 
4. Every cult, religious group, and weird doctrine taught as from the Bible is a result 

of a       or       that is a tool of the  

      .  

 
5. There is a       between a      teaching  

and a difference of       on a particular doctrine.   

 
6. A false teaching keeps people in       to the         

and to     in their life.   Matthew 24:4–5  

 
7. False teachers have a lot to say that is     , but they           

the false teaching in so that it is not        .  

 
8. It is important that we are able to           teachers.     

1 John 4:1 Nehemiah 6:12–13   Proverbs 14:15   

 
9. One of the important           of pastors of local churches is  

to            teachers.     Acts 20:28–31   

 
10.  All teaching must easily be       by the teaching and  

         of the           . 



 
11.       Biblical       is not to be       .     

Revelation 22:18   
 
12.         and know the        well so that false teaching  

creates a             in your mind and heart.    Hebrews 5:12–14   

 
13. False teachers will often      right out of             that 
preach and teach the Bible.    Acts 20:29–30   
 
14.  With the rise of the      false teachers are            ,  

multiplying like       .  

 
15. False teachers often have an easily observed       in  

         and in         .      Jeremiah 6:13–15   

 
16. Today, a lot of false teaching and phony       will give  

information that         around          , which has a built 
in interest grabber.  
 
17. If we are still around during the 2024 Presidential election there will be more self-
proclaimed       than you can shake a stick at.   
 
18. False teachers tend to              in      .     

Romans 16:17–18   

 
19. False teachers tend to                 and      teaching.    

Jeremiah 14:14   Jeremiah 23:16   Ezekiel 13:3–7   

 
20. It is my opinion that most all so-called      are           .    

Jeremiah 5:31   

 
21. Just because there are      and               doesn’t mean that a 
person is not a false teacher.   Matthew 24:23–24   
 
22. False teachers will often be          in      , but it will  

usually       out.    Matthew 7:15–17   
 
 
 


